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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555--0001 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

RELATING TO SALEM REACTOR PHYSICS METHODS FOR RELOAD DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

TOPICAL REPORT NFU-0039 - REVISION 2 

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY 

By letter dated July 2, 1991, the Public Service Electric and Gas (PSE&G} 
Company submitted Topical report NFU-0039 Revision 2, entitled "Salem Reactor 
Physics Methods". The topical report describes the benchmark analyses and 
applications of the TRINODE/CPM/EPRl-CELL code system for use in the Salem 
Units 1 and 2 reload licensing analyses. Revision 2 provides the additional 
benchmarking required for the qualification of the CPM updates to the original 
calculations methodology. 

The review included the PSE&G topical report together with Revision 2, and the 
PSE&G responses to our request for additional information. The results of ~ 
this review are summarized in this report. 

2.0 STAFF EVALUATION 
. ' 
The topical report NFU-0039 provided detailed description of the two-
dimensional CPM and EPRl-Cell/PDQ lattice physics, and the three-dimensional 
TRINODE coupled neutronics/thermal-hydraulics core analysis methodologies. 
TRINODE benchmark predictions of the core reactivity coefficients, bank worths 
and incore detector fission rates were compared with measurements made at the 
Salem Units 1 and 2. The benchmark comparisons are used to determine high 
confidence calculational reliability factors for the core performance 
parameters used in the Salem safety analyses. The proposed methodology will 
be used to determine safety related input for transient analyses and to 
perform reload licensing analyses for Salem Units 1 and 2. 

The staff reviewed and evaluated the methodology described in topical report 
NFU-0039 for analyzing and qualifying core physics methods, and its intended 
use at PSE&G~- Ttie staff was aided by the technical assistance of Brookhaven 
National Laboratory (BNL}. The evaluation and findings are described in detail 
in the BNL technical evaluation report (TER) which is attached. 

3.0 CONCLUSION 

The staff finds the methodology described in topical report NFU-0039, Revision 
2, "Salem Reactor Physics Methods" acceptable for reload licensing analyses 
for Salem Units 1 and 2, subject to the applicable limitations and 
restrictions presented below: 
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I. The revised calculational biases for the doppler coefficient, moderator 
temperature coefficient and the isothermal temperature coefficient 
should be used in the Salem licensing analyses (Section 3.2). 

2. The topical report will be revised if the benchmarking performed to 
support changes in the calculational model or a new fuel design results 
in a reduction in the model reliability factors (Section 3.2). Revision 
will also be required if an extension(s) in fuel burnup is requested 
beyond 50 GWD/MTU. 

Principal Contributor: A. Attard 

Date: January 17, 1995 



TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT 

I.O INTRODUCTION 

By letter dated July 2, I99I (Reference-I), the Public Service Electric and 
Gas (PSE&G) Company has submitted the Salem Reactor Physics Methods Topical 
Report NFU-0039, Revision-2 for NRC review and approval. The topical report 
provides a description of the PSE&G two-dimensional CPM (Reference-2) and 
EPRI-CELL/PDQ (References 3 and 4) lattice physics and the three-dimensional 
TRINODE coupled neutronics/thermal-hydraulics core analysis methodologies. 
TRINODE benchmark predictions of the core reactivity coefficients, bank worths 
and incore detector fission rates are compared with measurements made at the 
Salem Units I and 2. The benchmark comparisons are used to determine high 
confidence calculational reliability factors for the core performance 
parameters used in the Salem safety analyses. The proposed methodology will 
be used to determine safety related input for transient analyses and to 
perform reload licensing analyses for Salem Units I and 2. 

Chapters I through 3 of Revision-I were reviewed previously and found to be 
acceptable. These chapters provide the description, benchmarking and 
determination of the reliability factors for the EPRl-CELL/TRINODE system. 
Revision-2 to NFU-0039 provides the changes to Chapters I-3 required by the 
replacement of the EPRI-CELL/PDQ fuel assembly diffusion theory calculation 
with the CPM collision probability transport methodology. Chapters 4 and 
5 of Revision-I describe the Salem licensing safety evaluation methods and · 
have been removed in Revision-2 of the report.· PSE&G.is presently developing 
enhanced licensing safety evaluation methods which will be submitted as a 
separate topical report (Reference-I). 

The acceptance of the original Revision-I EPRI-CELL/TRINODE methods was based, 
to a large extent, on the detailed comparisons of the PSE&G and Brookhaven 
National Laboratory (BNL) solutions to the BNL core standard problem 
(Reference-5). Consequently, the focus of the present review was on the 
differences introduced by the use of CPM, in place of EPRI-CELL/PDQ, and their 
effect on the TRINODE calculated safety parameters and associated reliability 
factors. · 

The proposed PSE&G methodology and benchmarking are summarized in the 
following Section-2 and the evaluation of the topical report is presented in 
Section-3. The technical position is given in Section-4. 

2.0 SUMMARY OF THE TOPICAL REPORT 

2.I Core Phvsics Methodology 

The Salem core physics model is based on the EPRI ARMP methodology of 
References- 2 and 3. In the base or Revision-I model, the fuel pin cross 
sections are determined with the EPRI-CELL spectrum code. The burnup 
dependent nuclide concentrations, fission products and depletion are also 
determined with EPRI-CELL. The fuel assembly pin-wise power distribution and 
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assembly depletion calculations are performed with PDQ/HARMONY (References 4 
and 6). In PDQ, the burnable poison capture rates are normalized to a 
detailed EPRl-CELL calculation and the control rod capture rates are 
determined by a similar normalization to the CPM control rod absorptions. PDQ 
is used to calculate the fuel assembly neutronics input for the full three
dimensional core calculation. A PDQ full core planar model is used to provide 
the local peaking factors, detector fission rate-to-nodal power ratios and 
normalization factors for the nodal model. 

The three-dimensional core analysis is performed with TRINODE, the PSE&G 
version of the EPRI-NODE-P code. The PSE&G modifications to TRINODE include a 
rod search for Constant Axial Offset Control, separate burnable poison 
reactivity equations and automated file management. The core analysis is a 
coupled neutronics/thermal-hydraulics calculation in which each fuel assembly 
is represented by twelve axial nodes and the nodal le.., and M2 data calculated 
by EPRI-CELL/PDQ are used to determine the local neutronics response. The 
TRINODE input is represented as a function of fuel burnup allowing core 
follow/cycle depletion calculations. TRINODE is used to calculate the core 
nodal power djstribution, feedback reactivity coefficients and defects, 
control and shutdown bank worths, shutdown margin, scram reactivity and 
kinetics parameters. 

The modifications and updates included in Revision-2 of the PSE&G Salem 
physics model are required for the treatment of Integral Fuel Burnable 

·Absorber (IFBA) fuel designs and mixed burnable poison loadings. The 
Revision-2 model, referred to as the "extended burnup model," is essentially 
identical to Revision-I except for the replacement of EPRI-CELL/PDQ by CPM and 
the associated changes in the system linking codes. In the original 
methodology, EPRI-CELL was used to calculate the burnup dependent fuel rod 
cross sections and CPM (together with EPRI-CELL) was used to determine the 
control rod cross sections. In the extended burnup model all cross sections 
are determined with CPM. All future PSE&G core physics analyses will utilize 
the Revision-2 extended burnup model. 

2.2 Salem Model Benchmarking 

PSE&G has performed an extensive benchmarking analysis as part of the 
qualification of the extended burnup model for application to the Salem Unit I 
and 2 reload licensing analyses. The benchmarking included comparisons of 
TRINODE predictions of the control rod worths, isothermal temperature 
coefficients and detector fission rates to measurements for Cycles 7-9 of 
Salem Unit-I and Cycles 5 and 6 of Salem Unit-2. In addition, for Cycle-8 of 
Unit-I comparisons are presented for both the Revision-I and Revision-2 
models. 

Both boron dilution and rod-exchange rod worth measurements are included in 
the Salem benchmarking. The TRINODE bank worth predictions are well within 
the IOO pcm and IS% reliability factors for the low worth (<600 pcm) and high 
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worth (>600 pcm) banks, respectively. The differences between the Revision-I 
and extended burnup models are also well within the 100 pcm and 15% criteria. 
The TRINODE rod worth comparisons included five dilution worth measurements 
and thirty-six rod exchange measurements. 

The isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC) has been measured at beginning of 
cycle for Cycles 7-9 of Salem-I and for Cycles 5-6 for Salem-2. The 
measurements were made at high boron concentrations and with bank-D at -205-
2I5 steps. Comparison of the TRINODE ITC predictions with measurement 
indicates that TRINODE predicts a I.3I pcm/°F more negative coefficient . 

. Also, the TRINODE-to-measurement standard deviation of 0.50 pcm/°F for the 
extended burnup model is substantially less than the 0.85 pcm/°F for the 
Revision-I model. 

Salem doppler coefficient measurements have not been included in the extended 
burnup model benchmarking. However, it is noted that in certain applications 
CPM predicts a more negative doppler coefficient (and defect) than measurement 
by as much as -20%. In these applications, the Revision-I EPRI-CELL model 
predicts a doppler coefficient which is slightly less negative than 
measurement. Based on EPRI-CELL/CPM comparisons over the expected range of 
fuel burnup, a +IO% bias and a +IO% reliability factor is derived for the 
extended burnup PSCPM doppler reactivity calculation. 

As a test of the CPM depletion calculation, the predicted fuel isotopics have 
been compared to the measurements for the Yankee and Saxton reactors. CPM 
calculates the Yankee plutonium isotopic ratios to within the experimental 
uncertainty, with a slight overprediction of Pu-24I at high burnup as was 
observed for the Revision-I model. The Saxton calculation-to-
measurement comparisons indicate good agreement for the important fuel 
isotopics, except for Pu-238 and Pu-242 which are underpredicted by IO% and 
16%, respectively. 

Power distribution maps for twenty-five reactor statepoints for Cycles 7-9 of 
Salem-I and for Cycles 5 and 6 of Salem-2 were used to benchmark the TRINODE 
extended burriup core power distribution calculation. TRINODE predictions of 
both the nodal and axially integrated detector ffssion rates were compared 
with the Salem measurements. The measurements were taken for a range of power 
levels and cycle exposures, and were corrected for grid flux depression using 
an empirical correction factor. No axially dependent bias is used with the 
extended burnup model. Based on these TRINODE-to-measurement comparisons, the 
FQ and F reliability factors for the extended burnup model were determined 
and foun<i' to be bounded by the Revision-I reliability factors over the entire 
range of power levels and fuel exposures. 

3.0 SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL EVALUATION 

The Salem Reactor Physics Methodology Topical Report NFU-0039, Revision-2 
provides a detailed description of the Salem core physics models, associated 
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benchmarking, and the calculation of the safety parameter reliability factors. 
The review of the topical report focused on the modifications included in the 
Revision-2 extended burnup model, the approximations and assumptions implicit 
in the CPM/TRINODE methodology, and the completeness and accuracy of the 
extended burnup model benchmarking. Several important technical issues were 
raised during the initial review which required additional information and 
clarification from PSE&G. This information was requested in Reference-7 and 
was provided in the PSE&G response included in Reference-a. This evaluation 
is based on the material presented in the topical report and the PSE&G 
responses of Reference-a. The evaluation of the major issues raised during 
this review are summarized in the following. 

3.I Neutronics Methods 

The Revision-2 to the NFU-0039 Salem Reactor Physics Methods Topical Report 
includes several important modifications to the neutronics computer modules 
(Response-2, Reference-a). The Revision-I neutronics methods employed the 
CELL code to perform the fuel pin neutronics analysis. In the Revision-2 
methodology, the fuel pin analysis is performed with the PSCPM fuel assembly_ 
lattice physics code. PSCPM is the PSE&G version of the EPRI-CPM code system, 
and includes special editing capabilities in order to simplify the interface 
with the PDQ and TRINODE code~. PSCPM has also been modified to include the 
capability of modeling the integral fuel assembly absorbers. 

The detector fission rate-to-assembly power factors are used-to determine the 
operating core power distribution. The change from CELL to PSCPM introduced 
in Revision-2 of NFU-0039 affects the cross sections used in PDQ in 
determining these detector response factors. · 

The TRINODE core analysis code was modified to provide an improved analysis of 
fuel designs with multiple burnable absorbers (Response-3, Reference-a). The 
standard parametric reactivity and migration area representations were 
replaced with fuel assembly-dependent numerical tables to model the multiple 
reactivity effects of fuel burnup, instantaneous moderator temperature and 
moderator history. The tables also are used to determine the dependence on 
fuel temperature, boron concentration, xenon, and control rods. A rod worth 
correction is made to the PSCPM-calculated control rod reactivity worths to 
account for the effect of the finite lattice. 

In Responses 2, 3 and II (Reference-a), PSE&G indicates that the benchmark 
comparisons provided in the topical report and in Attachment-I to Reference-a 
were performed using the modified versions of PSCPM·and TRINODE and, 
therefore, properly account for the changes in the code uncertainties 
introduced by these Revision-2 modifications. 

Based on the information provided in the topical report and in Reference-a, it 
is concluded that these neutronics methods changes are consistent with 
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standard industry practice, are adequately represented in the PSE&G methods 
benchmarking and inferred reliability factors, and are therefore acceptable. 

3.2 Calculational Model Reliability Factors 

In the PSE&G reactor physics methodology the allowance for calculational 
uncertainty is incorporated using statistical reliability factors based on 
calculation-to-measurement comparisons. These factors are determined at a 95% 
probability/95% confidence level and are applied to the key safety parameters 
used in the Salem Units 1 and 2 licensing analyses. As indicated in Response
s (Reference-8), the Revision-2 extended burnup model provides substantially 
improved agreement with the Salem 1 and 2 rod worth measurements. The 
Revision-2 calculation-to-measurement comparisons indicate a calculational 
reliability factor of 60 pcm (9%) for individual rods worth less (more) than 
600 pcm, and a total rod worth reliability factor of 8%. For conservatism in 
licensing analyses, PSE&G applies rod worth reliability factors that bound 
these values inferred from the comparisons to measurement. 

The fuel currently employed at Salem consists of a 17 x 17 fuel rod array. 
The fuel assembly may contain up to 24 burnable poison rodlets and up to 164. 
integral fuel burnable absorber pins. Since the submittal of Revision-2 of 
the topical report, PSE&G has performed additional benchmarking which includes 
Salem-I Cycles 10 and 11 and Salem-2 Cycle-7. Each of these cycle loadings 
utilize the multiple burnable poison design and include more than 2,500 of the 
IFBA pins. The results of this benchmarking is provided in Attachment-I to 
Reference-a. The reliability factors inferred from the eight cycles of Salem
i and Salem-2 comparisons for FAh,FQ and the rod worths are less than the 
proposed Revision-2 reliability factors. However, in order to insure that all 
safety parameters used in the licensing analyses are conservative relative to 
the measured values, the biases for the moderator temperature coefficient 
and the isothermal temperature coefficient have been changed to 1.3 pcm/°F and 
1.7 pcm/°F, respectively (Reference-8). 

In Response-9 (Reference-8), PSE&G provides the fuel burnup dependence of the 
FAh and Fg reliability factors based on the calculation-to-measurement 
comparisons. For all fuel burnups up to 50,000 MWD/MTU, the measured 
statistics are bounded by the proposed Revision-2 exposure independent 
reliability factors. 

The bias in the PSCPM calculation of the doppler coefficient proposed in 
Revision-2 is based on the Reference-9 analysis of the Hellstrand measurements 
(Reference-IO) and operating reactor data. The Reference-9 analysis has been 
updated since the issuing of Revision-2 and is documented in Reference-II. In 
Response-I (Reference-8), PSE&G indicates that the recent Reference-II update 
results in an increase in the doppler reactivity calculational bias and a 
reduction in the doppler reactivity feedback (relative to Revision-2). The 
bias decreases linearly from 25% at zero fuel exposure to 15% at 32 GWD/MTU, 
and is a constant 15% for fuel exposures greater than 32 GWD/MTU. 
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Changes in the calculational model and/or the fuel design are evaluated using 
sensitivity calculations and are validated by comparison to independent 
calculations and operating data. In Response-IO (Reference-8), PSE&G has 
indicated that the topical report will be revised if these comparisons 
indicate a reduction in the model reliability factors. 

Based on the material presented in the topical report and in Reference-8, it 
is concluded that the PSE&G benchmarking of the Revision-2 extended burnup 
model and the determination of the calculational reliability factors are 
acceptable for application in Salem reload licensing analyses. 

4.0 TECHNICAL POSITION 

The Salem Reactor Physics Methodology Topical Report NFU-0039, Revision-2 and 
supporting documentation provided in Reference-a have been reviewed in detail. 
Based on this review, it is concluded that the PSE&G methodology is acceptable 
for performing Salem reload licensing analyses subject to the conditions 
stated in Section-3 of this evaluation and summarized in the following. 

1) The revised calculational biases for the doppler coefficient, 
moderator temperature coefficient and the isothermal temperature 
coefficient should be used in the Salem licensing analyses (Section 
-3.2). 

2) The topical report will be revised if the benchmarking performed to 
support changes in the calculational model or a new fuel design 
results in a reduction in the model reliability factors (Section-
3.2). 
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